We consider a cognitive radio-based Internet-of-Things (CR-IoT) network consisting of one primary IoT (PIoT) system and one secondary IoT (SIoT) system. The IoT devices of both the PIoT and the SIoT, respectively, monitor one physical process and send randomly generated status updates to their associated access points (APs). The timeliness of the status updates is important as the systems are interested in the latest condition (e.g., temperature, speed, and position) of the IoT device. In this context, two natural questions arise: 1) how to characterize the timeliness of the status updates in CR-IoT systems? 2) which scheme, overlay or underlay, is better in terms of the timeliness of the status updates? To answer these two questions, we adopt a new performance metric, named the age of information (AoI). We analyze the average peak AoI of the PIoT and the SIoT for overlay and underlay schemes, respectively. Simple asymptotic expressions of the average peak AoI are also derived when the PIoT operates at high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Based on the asymptotic expressions, we characterize a critical generation rate of the PIoT system, which can determine the superiority of overlay and underlay schemes in terms of the average peak AoI of the SIoT. Numerical results validate the theoretical analysis and uncover that the overlay and underlay schemes can outperform each other in terms of the average peak AoI of the SIoT for different system setups.
I. INTRODUCTION
C URRENT wireless communication networks are mainly designed for human-operated terminals. The next generation of wireless communication networks will support the Internet of Things (IoT) technology that connects and controls autonomous machines. The next critical step in developing wireless networks will be to provide industry with ubiquitous ultra-reliable and low-latency communications for a large number of automated devices to bring transformative automation to industry, infrastructure and healthcare [1] . Due to the expected rapid growth in the number of IoT devices, one significant challenge of the IoT wireless networks is the scarcity of the radio spectrum. A promising solution to address the spectrum scarcity is the use of cognitive radio (CR) technology in the IoT, leading to CR-based IoT (CR-IoT). The CR-IoT has drawn considerable attention recently, see [2] , [3] , and references therein.
In the CR technology, a secondary system is allowed to access the spectrum formally allocated to a primary system, subject to little degradation introduced to the primary service. There are two fundamental access strategies for the secondary system, namely overlay and underlay schemes [4] - [7] . In the overlay scheme, the secondary system performs spectrum sensing and starts its transmission when the primary system is idle. In the underlay scheme, the secondary system can always access the spectrum subject to an interference constraint. However, it must satisfy the interference constraint at all times even if the primary system is idle.
Many emerging IoT services, such as smart cities, parking, and environment monitoring, that could benefit from CR, will require status updates delivery [2] , [3] . The status updates are the generated packets from the sensors which measure the status (e.g., temperature, humidity, position, speed, etc.) of machines for automation and control purposes. Different from the conventional CR setups with the licensed spectrum being occupied by a less agile network without status updates delivery (e.g., TV and RADAR networks), we consider a contemporary scenario where both primary and secondary systems running agile IoT services with status updates delivery. This is motivated by the fact that more and more IoT services will run over licensed spectrum. For example, various IoT technologies over licensed cellular spectrum, e.g., enhanced machine type communication (eMTC) and narrow-band IoT (NB-IoT), have been standardized and deployed in practice [8] . The primary IoT (PIoT) service may not always occupy the spectrum, and it provides an opportunity for the secondary IoT (SIoT) devices to sense the spectrum and transmit their data when needed.
The timeliness of the status updates is important for both primary and secondary systems running IoT services. For example, in smart parking applications, sensors measure the occupancy of a parking space and continuously report the measurements to the users. The timeliness of the generated status updates from the sensor is significant as the users are interested in the latest condition of the parking space, i.e., occupied or vacant. In fact, the conventional delay metric cannot adequately quantify the timeliness. The latter can be reflected by a recently introduced metric, termed the age of information (AoI) [9] . The AoI captures both the network delay and the generation time for each status update. If the most recently received status update carries the information sampled at time r(t), the status update age at time t can be defined as t − r(t) [9] . Note that the delay can only reflect the timeliness at the instants when the status updates are successfully received, whereas the AoI measures the timeliness of information at the receiver at any given time. To our best knowledge, this is the first work that characterize the AoI performance of CR-IoT systems with age-sensitive traffics for both primary and secondary systems.
A. Related Work
The outage probability of overlay and underlay schemes for different CR systems was studied in [4] - [6] . Khoshkholgh et al. [7] proposed a mixed strategy of overlay and underlay schemes to maximize the capacity of a CR system. Delay performance of CR systems for Poisson arrivals and bursty arrivals of packets was studied in [10] . Ansere et al. [11] focused on the energy efficiency, and [12] considered the throughput maximization in designing spectrum sensing mechanisms for CR-IoT systems. Differently, we investigate the AoI performance of CR-IoT systems.
The AoI has attracted an upsurge of research interests very recently. The seminal work in [9] derived the average AoI of a first-come-first-serve (FCFS) queueing system for three different queueing models M/M/1, M/D/1, and D/M/1. It was shown in [9] that there exists an optimal generation rate for the status updates to minimize the average AoI, which is different from those that can maximize the throughput or minimize the delay. Kaul et al. [13] extended [9] into a last-come-first-serve (LCFS) queueing system and it was shown that compared with the FCFS, the LCFS can considerably reduce the average AoI by always transmitting the latest generated status updates. Kam et al. [14] investigated the average AoI of a more complex scenario, where the generated status updates may arrive at the destination out-of-order and the outdated status updates are obsolete. The average AoI of more complex queueing models, M/G/1 and M/G/1/2 were considered in [15] and [16] , respectively. Due to the complexity and difficulty in analyzing the average AoI, Costa et al. [17] proposed a new performance metric, named the average peak AoI, which only counts the maximum values of the age achieved immediately prior to the reception of the status updates. It was concluded that the values of the average peak AoI and average AoI are closely related to each other.
In order to reduce the AoI and increase reliability, the classical automatic repeat request (ARQ) scheme was considered in [18] , where the same information is retransmitted when it is erroneously received by the destination. Gu et al. [19] studied the average AoI for the truncated ARQ by setting a maximum allowable transmission times for each status update. Hybrid ARQ (HARQ) schemes were analyzed in [20] and [21] . Seo and Choi [22] introduced the AoI outage probability, which quantifies the probability that the peak AoI exceeds a threshold. It was demonstrated that the AoI outage probability is important for safety-critical applications. The update and transmitting strategies in an adversarial setting with jamming were studied in [23] and [24] . In practice, multiple IoT devices may coexist in the same IoT network. The scheduling policies to minimize the AoI performance were studied in [25] - [29] . Finally, the AoI for energy harvesting systems were studied in [30] and [31] .
There have been a few investigations into the AoI of CR networks [32] , [33] . Valehi and Razi considered a CR system with framing that the generated packets can be aggregated to form a larger frame for transmission [32] . The authors then optimized the energy efficiency of the secondary device by choosing the optimal number of aggregated packets under a given average AoI constraint. Leng and Yener [33] investigated a CR system with an energy harvesting secondary device. The authors aimed to find optimal sensing and updating policy based on the energy availability and spectrum sensing results of the secondary user. The optimization problem was modeled by a partially observable Markov decision process. The major differences between this article and [32] , [33] lie in two aspects. First of all, different from the FCFS model considered in [32] and the ideal generate-at-will model considered in [33] , we adopt the packet management policy such that the IoT devices can discard the stale status updates and serve new generated status updates, which is important for reducing the AoI. Furthermore, Valehi and Razi [32] and Leng and Yener [33] only studied the case that the secondary system is agesensitive. We consider a more challenging scenario that both primary and secondary systems are age-sensitive, where the tangled AoI evolution of both systems makes the theoretical analysis nontrivial.
B. Contributions
In this article, we investigate the AoI performance of a CR-IoT system consisting of one PIoT system and one SIoT system. The main contributions of this article are summarized as follows.
1) We derive closed-form expressions of the average peak AoI for both the PIoT and the SIoT in an overlay scheme. In the overlay scheme, the SIoT can only access the spectrum when the PIoT is not transmitting and the evolution of the instantaneous AoI for the SIoT thus depends on the operation of the PIoT (i.e., the PIoT is transmitting or idle). This makes the analytical methods used in the existing papers no longer applicable and new methods are required. 2) We derive closed-form expressions of the average peak AoI for the PIoT and the SIoT in an underlay scheme.
In the underlay scheme, the PIoT and the SIoT may generate interference to each other and their AoI thus get entangled with each other. To tackle this challenge, we model the dynamic behaviors of the PIoT and the SIoT in the underlay scheme by a finite-state Markov chain (MC). 3) Simple asymptotic expressions of the average peak AoI for both the PIoT and the SIoT are also derived when the PIoT is operating at high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Based on the derived asymptotic expressions, we then characterize a critical generation rate of the PIoT which can determine whether the overlay or underlay scheme is more superior, in terms of the average peak AoI of the SIoT. Note that the average peak AoI of the PIoT is identical for both overlay and underlay schemes when the PIoT operates at high SNR. Simulation results validate our theoretical analysis, illustrate the PIoT performance degradation introduced by the underlay scheme, and show that the overlay and the underlay schemes may outperform each other in terms of the average peak AoI of the SIoT for different system setups. The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II introduces the system model, including the considered overlay and underlay schemes. The formal definition of the AoI, the peak AoI, and some other important intervals are also introduced. In Section III, we derive closed-form expressions for the average peak AoI of both the PIoT and the SIoT adopting the overlay scheme. In Section IV, we analyze the average peak AoI of the considered CR-IoT system using the underlay scheme, for both the PIoT and the SIoT. Section V provides the asymptotic analysis of the average peak AoI when the PIoT operates at high SNR. Numerical results are presented in Section VI to validate the theoretical analysis and compare the overlay and underlay schemes. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section VII.
Notation: Throughout this article, we use f X (x) to denote the probability density function (PDF)/probability mass function (PMF) of a random variable X. F X (x) is the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of a random variable X. Ei(·) is the exponential integral function [34, eq. (8.21) ]. E[A] is the expectation of A and E[A|B] represents the conditional expectation of A under a given condition B. Pr{A|B} is the conditional probability of A under a given condition B. We use (·) T to represent the transpose of a matrix or vector and I denotes the identity matrix.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a CR-IoT network as depicted in Fig. 1 , which consists of one PIoT device (PD), one primary access point (PAP), one SIoT device (SD), 1 and one secondary access point (SAP). We assume that the PD and the SD have their own status updates to be transmitted to their associated access points (APs), the PAP and the SAP, respectively. Besides, the spectrum in the considered CR-IoT has only been licensed to the PIoT, and it is assumed that the PIoT is not aware of the existence of the SIoT. Thus, the SIoT can only acquire access to the spectrum when the PIoT is idle, or by adjusting the 1 The considered model can capture the IoT networks with multiple PDs and SDs working on orthogonal frequency channels, where there exists at most one SD in each channel to avoid causing severe interference to the PIoT. The scenario that multiple SDs coexist in each channel causing aggregate interference to the PIoT has been left as a future work. transmit power of the SD to strictly guarantee the interference constraint at the PAP.
We consider a slotted communication scenario where time is divided into slots with equal durations. Without loss of generality, we assume that the duration of each slot is normalized to unity. Moreover, all the links in the considered CR-IoT are assumed to undergo Rayleigh fading that the transmission of each status update of the PD and the SD occupies one time slot. The channel coefficients of all the links remain unchanged during each slot and change independently from one slot to another.
Errors may occur during the transmission of each status update and retransmission is performed to reduce the AoI for both the PIoT and the SIoT. For implementation simplicity, we adopt the classical ARQ and assume that the PAP and the SAP do not have a buffer and cannot combine the signals received from the previous transmissions. Besides, the preemption of new status updates is considered for both the PIoT and the SIoT to reduce the AoI. Specifically, each round of retransmission contains the same information, and the PD (SD) keeps transmitting the current status update to the PAP (SAP) until the PAP (SAP) successfully decodes the status update or a new status update is generated at the PD (SD). When a new status update is generated at the PD (SD) and the PIoT (SIoT) is busy serving a current status update, the PD (SD) discards the current status update and starts to serve the new one. We consider two fundamental access schemes for the considered CR-IoT, namely overlay and underlay schemes, and they are elaborated in the subsequent section.
A. Overlay and Underlay Schemes
In the overlay scheme, we assume that the SIoT can perform perfect sensing [35] , i.e., the probability of false alarm and miss detection is zero, and the amount of time used for sensing is negligible compared to the whole slot. Moreover, the SD can only transmit its status update to the SAP when the PIoT is idle, i.e., the PD has no status update to be transmitted to the PAP. Although the PIoT and the SIoT adopt the same classical ARQ, the transmission of the SIoT may be further interrupted by the PIoT when a new status update is generated at the PD. If this happens, the SIoT suspends its transmission until the service of the PIoT is finished. Moreover, if a new status update is generated at the SD while the PD is transmitting, the SD cannot start its transmission until the PIoT finishes its service.
In the underlay scheme, it is assumed that the SD can acquire the channel state information (CSI) of the SD-PAP link 2 and adjust its transmit power to strictly satisfy the instantaneous interference constraint I C at the PAP [35] . By satisfying the interference constraint, the SD is allowed to transmit its own status updates at any time even when the PD is transmitting. Compared with the overlay scheme, the underlay scheme acquires more access to the spectrum at a cost of limited transmit power. Besides, both the PIoT and the SIoT may suffer from the interference generated by each other.
By adopting the classical ARQ, we next give the outage probabilities of the PIoT and the SIoT for each round of transmission using the overlay and underlay schemes, respectively. We let P P and P S denote the peak transmit power constraints at the PD and the SD, respectively. As these outage probabilities have been widely studied in the existing literature, we only give the final results for brevity.
1) Overlay Scheme: In the overlay scheme, the PD and the SD use the peak transmit power to transmit the status updates. Let PP and SS denote the average channel power gains between the PD and the PAP, the SD and the SAP, respectively. The outage probabilities of the PIoT and the SIoT for each round of transmission in the overlay scheme are given by
where N 0 is the power of the additive white Gaussian noise at the receiver side, σ P = 2 R P − 1 and σ S = 2 R S − 1 are the outage thresholds, and R P , R S are the transmission rates of the PIoT and the SIoT, respectively.
2) Underlay Scheme: In the underlay scheme, for the case that either the PD or the SD is transmitting, there is no interference and the outage probability of the PIoT is the same as the overlay scheme given in (1), i.e., ϕ U,P = ϕ O,P .
For the SIoT, the SD needs to adjust its transmit power to satisfy the interference constraint I C . Let H SP denote the instantaneous channel power gain between the SD and the PAP. By considering the peak transmit power and interference constraint, the transmit power of the SD is given by P = min{(I C /H SP ), P S }. According to [6, eq. (8) ], without interference from the PIoT, the outage probability of the SIoT using the underlay scheme is given by
where SP is the average channel power gain between the SD and the PAP.
For the other case that both the PD and the SD transmit at the same slot, the PIoT and the SIoT generates interference to each other. Due to the peak transmit power constraint of the SD, the interference at the PAP can be expressed as I P = min{I C , P S H SP }. Let H PP denote the instantaneous channel power gain for the PD-PAP link, the outage probability of the PIoT with interference can be calculated as
denote the PDF and CDF, respectively, and the two integrals in (4) 
where PS is the average channel power gain between the PD and the SAP, and μ =
B. Age of Information
As in [28] , we assume that new status updates are generated at the PD and the SD according to an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Bernoulli process with rates p and q. Specifically, new status updates are generated at the PD and the SD with probabilities p and q at the beginning of each time slot, respectively. We now give some important definitions of the considered PIoT and the SIoT using underlay and overlay schemes. Note that the following definitions are used for both the overlay and underlay schemes. We let g Z,j denote the generation time of the jth status update, where Z ∈ {P, S} represents the PIoT and the SIoT, respectively. Recall that preemption is considered and a new generated status update preempts the current status update (i.e., the system discards the current status update and starts to serve the new one), the generated status updates may not always be successfully decoded at the APs due to preemption. We denote by d Z,i the departure time of the ith status update that is successfully decoded at the PAP (SAP). For example, in Fig. 2 , the status update generated at g Z, 3 is discarded due to preemption, and the third successfully received status update at d Z,3 is the status update generated at g Z, 4 . We let S Z,i be the service time of the ith status update that is successfully received by the PAP (SAP). We use r Z (t) to represent the generation time of the most recently received status update at time slot t. The instantaneous AoI for the considered PIoT and SIoT at time slot t is defined as
In order to explain the above definition of AoI clearly, we depict an example for the instantaneous values of AoI in Fig. 2 for 21 consecutive time slots. Since, we consider a slotted communication scenario and the status updates can only be generated and received at discrete times, the instantaneous value of the AoI thus follows a staircase and changes only at the end of each slot. We now give an example of instant AoI calculation by using Fig. 2 . Here, we explain how the AoI evolves starting from the 12th time slot until the 17th time slot. Specifically, the AoI drops to 2 in the 12th time slot after a successful reception because the received status update is generated in the 10th time slot. Because there is no status update generated until the 14th time slot, the AoI grows 1 over each time slot, reaching a value of 4 in the 14th time slot. After that, the AoI keeps increasing because the generated status update is not successfully delivered, reaching 6 in the 16th time slot. In the 16th time slot, a new status update is generated, and it is successfully delivered to the destination in the same time slot. The AoI is thus updated to the age of the received status update, e.g., 1, in the 17th slot.
We follow [17] , [18] and adopt the average peak AoI as the performance metric. Compared with the average AoI, the average peak AoI is more analytically tractable and it is closely related to the average AoI [17] . The set of peak AoIs is the set of "peak" values in the evolution of the instantaneous AoI, e.g., the 5, 11, 16, 22nd slots in Fig. 2 . Mathematically, the ith peak AoI of the PIoT and the SIoT is defined as
We now define some important intervals before calculating the average peak AoI of the PIoT and the SIoT.
1) Interval W Z,i : We denote W Z,i as the waiting time of the PIoT and the SIoT. W Z,i is defined as the time elapsed since the last successful reception of a status update, until the PD (SD) generates a new status update again. W Z,i can be expressed as
Note that the waiting time W Z,i may be zero, corresponding to the case that the PIoT (SIoT) finishes the service of a status update in the current time slot and immediately generates a new status update at the beginning of the next time slot, e.g., W Z,5 = 0 in Fig. 2 .
2) Interval K Z,i : K Z,i is defined as the time elapsed since the first generated status update after the last successful reception, until the PAP (SAP) successfully decodes a status update again. K Z,i is formally defined as
For a better understanding, we highlight the first generated status updates after the last successful reception in bold in Fig. 2 . Note that the PIoT (SIoT) is idle during each interval W Z,i and busy, i.e., transmitting, during each interval K Z,i . Besides, K Z,i is different from the service time S Z,i because preemption and interruption may happen during the interval K Z,i , e.g., K Z,3 > S Z,3 in Fig. 2 . If no preemption or interruption happens, K Z,i and S Z,i are identical, e.g., K Z,2 = S Z,2 as in Fig. 2 .
3) Interval Y Z,i : The interdeparture interval between two successfully received status updates is given by
With the definition of W Z,i and K Z,i , as shown in Fig. 2 , Y Z,i can be alternatively expressed as
This result will be used in analyzing the average peak AoI in the next section. Based on the above definitions and (7), the ith peak AoI for the PIoT and the SIoT can be expressed as
For the considered CR-IoT, the sequences
processes. Since, we are interested in the average value of the peak AoI, we now drop the subscript index of the intervals. As such, the average peak AoI for the PIoT and the SIoT is given bȳ
III. AOI ANALYSIS OF THE OVERLAY SCHEME
In this section, we analyze the average peak AoI of the PIoT and the SIoT for the overlay scheme by deriving the terms E[S Z ] and E[Y Z ] in (13) . In the overlay scheme, the AoI performance of the SIoT depends on that of the PIoT because the SD cannot transmit when the PD is transmitting. On the other hand, the AoI performance of the PIoT is not influenced by the SIoT.
A. PIoT System 1) Evaluation of E[Y P ]:
We first consider the expectation of Y P . We notice that it is difficult to derive E[Y P ] directly due to its complicated behaviors that multiple status updates may be generated and preempted within each interval Y P . To proceed, we leverage the fact that Y P = W P + K P and derive the expectation of Y P by calculating the expectations of W P and K P . Since new status updates are generated at the PD according to a Bernoulli Process with a rate of p, the PMF of the waiting time W P is given by
We can then obtain that E[W P ] = (1 − p)/p. According to the definition of K P , we can deduce that K P is a group of consecutive information transmission slots, in which the PAP can only decode the status update correctly in the last slot.
The PMF of K P is thus given by
From the PMF, we have
, and the expectation of Y P is given by
2) Evaluation of E[S P ]: We now derive the expectation of the service time E[S P ] for the PIoT system. The PMF of the service time S P is given in the following lemma.
Lemma 1: The PMF of the service time S P is given by
Proof: See Appendix A. With the PMF of S P , E[S P ] can be derived as
where we use [34, eq. (0.231.2)] to simplify the summation term.
Substituting (16) and (18) into (13), after some mathematical manipulations, the average peak AoI of the PIoT using the overlay scheme is obtained as
B. SIoT System
We now turn to the derivation of the average peak AoI for the SIoT by evaluating the terms E[Y S ] and E[S S ] in (13) . 
With the PMF of W S , we can obtain that
Recall that the term E[K P ] for the PIoT is calculated by first deriving the PMF of K P . However, in the overlay scheme, the SD has to suspend its transmission when the PIoT transmits its status updates. As a result, the SIoT may suspend its service several times during each interval K S and the duration of each suspension depends on whether new status updates are generated at the PIoT and the service time of the PIoT, which makes it complicated to derive the PMF of K S . Inspired by [18] , we use a recursive method to evaluate E[K S ], which does not require the PMF of K S . Note that the considered case is much more complicated than the system considered in [18] , because of the co-existence and different priorities between the PIoT and the SIoT.
We notice that K S evolves differently for different initial slots. Specifically, if in the initial slot of K S the PIoT is idle, the SIoT can immediately start transmitting its status update. On the other hand, if in the initial slot of K S the PIoT is busy, the SIoT must wait until the service of the PIoT is finished before starting its own transmission. We now denote by I K S and B K S the events that the initial slot of K S is an idle slot or a busy slot, respectively. The expectation of K S for the SIoT using the overlay scheme can then be expressed as
The two probabilities terms in (21) are given in the following lemma.
Lemma 2: The probabilities that the initial slot of K S in the overlay scheme is an idle slot or a busy slot are given by
Pr
Proof: See Appendix B. We now derive the two conditional expectations terms E[K S |I K S ] and E[K S |B K S ] in (21) . E[K S |I K S ] can be expressed as
When the initial slot of K S is an idle slot, the SIoT can transmit the generated status update immediately. 
From (24) and (25), we can obtain that
Substituting the results derived in (22), (23), (26) , and (27) into (21), we can evaluate the expectation of K S and the term E[Y S ] can be finally obtained in (28) at the top of this page.
2) Evaluation of E[S S ]: We now turn to the derivation of the term E[S S ] in (13) . S S also evolves differently when the initial slot of S S is an idle slot or a busy slot, respectively. We define I S S and B S S as the event that the initial slot of S S is an idle slot, or a busy slot, respectively. The expectation of S S can thus be evaluated as
It is not easy to characterize the probability terms Pr{I S S } and Pr{B S S } in (29) . This is because the generated status update may be preempted by other status updates, and the events I S S and B S S only consider those status updates that are not discarded and finally decoded correctly by the SAP. In order to derive Pr{I S S } and Pr{B S S }, we further define I S and B S as the events that the status update of the SIoT is generated in an idle slot or a busy slot, respectively. To be more exact, the events I S and B S are applied to all the generated status updates, including those being decoded correctly and those being preempted and discarded, while the events I S S and B S S are only applied to those status updates that are finally decoded correctly by the SAP. Furthermore, we use to denote the event that the generated status update is not discarded due to preemption and finally decoded correctly at the SAP. With the above definitions, the probability terms Pr{I S S } and Pr{B S S } can be expressed as
We now evaluate the probability terms Pr{I S }, Pr{B S }, Pr{ |I S }, and Pr{ |B S } in order to characterize the two probability terms Pr{I S S } and Pr{B S S } in (29) . Recall that the PIoT keeps transmitting during each interval K P and remains idle during each interval W P . Due to the fact that the generation of new status updates of the SIoT follows an i.i.d. process, the probability that the generation slot is an idle slot or a busy slot can be expressed as
By using a similar recursive method as in (24) and (25), Pr{ |I S } and Pr{ |B S } can be expressed as
Pr{
Note that the term (1 − q) in (34) and (35) indicates the fact that the SD does not generate a new status update in the next slot and the considered status update is not preempted. Jointly considering (34) and (35), we can solve the terms Pr{ |I S } and Pr{ |B S }, and they are given by
Substituting the above derived results in (32), (33), (36) , and (37) to (30) and (31), the probabilities that the initial slot of S S is an idle slot or a busy slot are given by
Till now, we have derived the two probability terms Pr{I S S } and Pr{B S S } in (29) . We now derive the two conditional expectation terms in (29) in order to finally characterize the expectation of S S . Similar to (34) and (35), the conditional expectation of the service time under the condition that the initial slot of S S is an idle slot or a busy slot, can be calculated as
In (40) and (41), each case in (34) and (35) are further conditioned on the events that the generated status update in an idle slot or in a busy slot is not preempted and finally decoded correctly by the SAP. The probability of these two events are derived in (36) and (37), respectively. The terms for each case in (34) and (35) thus should divide the total probabilities of these two events, i.e., Pr{ |I S } and Pr{ |B S }, in deriving (40) and (41), respectively. We can now solve the terms E[S S |I S S ] and E[S S |B S S ] from (40) and (41), and they are given by
With the results derived in (36)-(39), (42), and (43), the expectation of the service time for the SIoT using the overlay scheme is finally obtained as
The average peak AoI of the SIoT using the overlay scheme can now be characterized in (13) , where E[Y S ] and E[S S ] have been derived in (28) and (44).
IV. AOI ANALYSIS OF THE UNDERLAY SCHEME
In this section, we analyze the average peak AoI of the PIoT and the SIoT for the underlay scheme. According to (13) , we also derive the terms E[S Z ] and E[Y Z ] in order to characterize the average peak AoI. In the underlay scheme, the PIoT and the SIoT affect each other's performance due to the mutual interference. Because of the complicated behavior and the interdependence between the PIoT and the SIoT, the performance analysis methods used in Section III for the overlay scheme cannot be applied directly to the underlay scheme. We characterize the average peak AoI for the PIoT and the SIoT by applying a discrete MC to model the dynamic behaviors of the considered CR-IoT.
A. MC of the Underlay CR-IoT
To proceed, we define the following four states of the MC. Specifically, state s 1 denotes that both the PIoT and the SIoT are idle, and they are waiting for new status updates to be generated. State s 2 denotes the case that the PIoT is busy while the SIoT is idle. In s 2 , only the PIoT is transmitting and the SIoT is waiting for new status updates to be generated. State s 3 denotes the case that the SIoT is busy while the PIoT is idle. State s 4 denotes the case that both the PIoT and the SIoT are busy. The transition probability T i,j , ∀i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} is defined as the probability of transition from state s i to state s j . Based on the system description given in Section II, we can calculate the 4 × 4 transition matrix for the considered MC. In the following, for brevity, we only give the detailed analysis for the transition cases that start with s 3 , which is complicated, and the transition cases starting with other states can be calculated similarly.
1) Transition From s 3 to s 1 :
In this case, the PIoT remains idle during the transition, which means that no new status update is generated at the PIoT at the beginning of the next slot. The SIoT transits from busy to idle, it happens only when the status update of the SIoT is decoded correctly in the current slot and no new status update is generated at the SIoT at the beginning of the next slot. With the above analysis, the transition probability T 3,1 is given by
2) Transition From s 3 to s 2 : In this transition case, new status update is generated at the PIoT such that it changes from idle to busy. The SIoT transits from busy to idle with a probability (1 − ϕ U,S )(1 − q) as analyzed before, and T 3,2 is given by
3) Transition From s 3 to s 3 : First of all, no status update is generated at the PIoT to keep the PIoT idle. Besides, two events may happen at the SIoT such that the SIoT can remain busy. The first event is that the status update cannot be decoded correctly in the current slot. The second event is that the status update is decoded successfully in the current slot but a new status update is generated at the beginning of the next slot. With the above analysis, the term T 3,3 can be evaluated as
4) Transition From s 3 to s 4 :
In this transition case, the PIoT changes from idle to busy while the SIoT remains busy, the transition probability can be derived as
Till now, we have characterized the transition probabilities when the system starts with s 3 . After deriving all the other transition probabilities, the 4 × 4 transition matrix of the MC model is obtained in (49) at the top of the next page, where
In order to analyze the average peak AoI of the PIoT and the SIoT using the underlay scheme, we are interested in the stationary distribution π π π = {π 1 , π 2 , π 3 , π 4 } of the MC, where π i denotes the stationary probability that the CR-IoT is at state s i . To obtain the stationary distribution of the MC, we first prove that the considered MC is irreducible and row stochastic in the following lemma. Proof: We can verify that 4 j=1 T i,j = 1, ∀i, which shows that the MC is row stochastic. Besides, since T i,j = 0, ∀i, j for 0 < p, q < 1 and ϕ O,P , ϕ O,S , ϕ U,P , ϕ U,S , ϕ U,P , ϕ U,S = 1, all the states of the MC are connected to each other. The transition matrix is thus irreducible.
Given that the transition matrix M M M is irreducible and row stochastic, the stationary distribution of the MC can be derived by solving π π πM M M = π π π and it is given by [36] π π π = M T − I + B −1 b (50) where B i,j = 1, ∀i, j and b = (1, 1, . . . , 1) T . Based on the above derived stationary distribution of the MC, we are now ready to analyze the average peak AoI for the PIoT and the SIoT using the underlay scheme in the following section.
B. Average Peak AoI Analysis
In the underlay scheme, because the PIoT and the SIoT perform similarly, we derive the general terms E[Y Z ] and E[S Z ] in (13) in order to evaluate the average peak AoI for the PIoT and the SIoT, where Z ∈ {P, S} represents the PIoT and the SIoT, respectively.
1) Evaluation of E[Y Z ]: Due to the fact that Y Z = W Z + K Z , the expectation of Y Z can be obtained by evaluating the expectations of W Z and K Z . We first consider the terms for the PIoT, i.e., W P and K P . Specifically, the PIoT is idle in the states s 1 and s 3 , while busy in the states s 2 and s 4 . From the definition of W P and K P given in Section II, we notice that the PIoT is idle during the interval W P and busy during the interval K P . We can thus deduce that
where π i is the stationary distribution of state s i of the MC. With the fact that E[W P ] = [(1 − p)/p], we can solve E[K P ] from (51) and it is given by
The expectation of Y P can then be calculated as
Similarly, for the SIoT, the expectation of Y S can be derived as
. (54)
2) Evaluation of E[S Z ]:
We now turn to the derivation of E[S Z ] for the PIoT and the SIoT using the underlay scheme. We use I S Z and B S Z to denote the event that the initial slot of S Z is an idle slot or a busy slot, respectively, and the expectation of S Z is given by
To characterize the two probability terms in (55), i.e., Pr{I S Z } and Pr{B S Z }, we further define I Z and B Z as the events that the status updates are generated in an idle slot or a busy slot, respectively.
represents the event that the generated status update is not discarded due to preemption and finally decoded correctly. Similar to (30) and (31) , the probability that the initial slot of S Z is an idle slot or a busy slot can be expressed as is generated in an idle slot or a busy slot are thus given by
We then use a similar recursive method as in Section III-B to calculate the other two probability terms, Pr{ |I Z } and Pr{ |B Z }. For notation simplicity, we use u Z to denote the generation rate of Z and v Z to denote the generation rate of the other IoT system, i.e., u P = p, v P = q, and u S = q, v S = p. We use ξ Z to denote the outage probability of Z without interference and ζ Z denote the outage probability of the other IoT system without interference, i.e., ξ P = ϕ U,P and ζ P = ϕ U,S . We let ξ U,Z denote the outage probability of Z with interference and ζ U,Z denote the outage probability of the other IoT system with interference, i.e., ξ U,P = ϕ U,P and ζ U,P = ϕ U,S . Similar to (34) and (35) , the probability that the generated status update is finally decoded correctly when the generation slot is an idle slot or a busy slot can be expressed as
We can solve Pr{ |I Z } and Pr{ |B Z } from (60) and (61), and they are given in (62) and (63) at the top of the next page.
With the results derived in (58), (59), (62), and (63), we have characterized the two probability terms Pr{I S Z } and Pr{B S Z }
in (56) and (57), respectively. We next turn to the derivation of the two conditional expectation terms E[S Z |I S Z ] and E[S Z |B S Z ] in (55) in order to finally obtain the expectation of service time of the PIoT (SIoT) for the underlay scheme. According to (40) and (41), the conditional expectation of the service time S Z , under the condition that its initial slot is an idle or a busy slot, can be expressed as
From (64) and (65), we can solve E[S Z |I S Z ] and E[S Z |B S Z ] given in (66) and (67) at the top of this page. With the above derived terms, we have characterized the expectation of service time for the PIoT (SIoT). The average peak AoI of the PIoT and the SIoT adopting the underlay scheme can be finally characterized in (13) , where the general terms E[S Z ] is given in (55) and E[Y Z ] is derived in (53) and (54) for the PIoT and the SIoT, respectively.
V. ASYMPTOTIC AOI ANALYSIS
The derived expressions for the average peak AoI in Sections III and IV can be used to evaluate and compare the performances of overlay and underlay schemes. However, due to the complicated structures of the derived expressions, we cannot gain further insights for the impacts of various system parameters on the average peak AoI, and compare the overlay and underlay schemes mathematically. Motivated by this, in this section, we perform the asymptotic analysis of the average peak AoI of the PIoT and the SIoT when the PIoT operates at high SNR, i.e., the outage probability for each transmission of the PIoT approaches to zero.
A. Overlay Scheme
When the PIoT operates at high SNR and the term ϕ O,P → 0, from (19) , the average peak AoI of the PIoT can be simplified toˆ
For the SIoT, from (28) and (44), the expectations of Y S and S S are simplified to
The average peak AoI for the SIoT when the PIoT operates at high SNR can be expressed aŝ
Remark 1: From (68), we can see that the average peak AoI of the PIoT is inversely proportional to the generation rate p. This is intuitive because we consider a slotted scenario and the higher the generation rate, the lower the average peak AoI. From (71), we can see that the average peak AoI of the SIoT decreases as the outage probability ϕ O,S reduces and the generation rate q increases. More importantly, the average peak AoI of the SIoT increases as the generation rate of the PIoT p increases. This is understandable because the SIoT has less access to the spectrum as the generation rate of the PIoT increases in the overlay scheme.
B. Underlay Scheme
We now perform the asymptotic analysis for the underlay scheme when the PIoT operates at high SNR and the outage probabilities ϕ U,P , ϕ U,P → 0. First of all, it can be easily verified that at high SNR, the average peak AoI of the PIoT is alsoˆ P ≈ (1/p) , which is the same as that in the overlay scheme. This is because at high SNR, the PIoT can decode the status update easily even suffering from the interference of the SIoT. The AoI performance of the SIoT when the PIoT operates at high SNR is giving in the following lemma.
Lemma 4: When the PIoT operates at high SNR, the average peak AoI of the SIoT in the underlay scheme can be expressed aŝ
Proof: See Appendix C. Remark 2: From (72), we can see that the average peak AoI of the SIoT gets smaller with the decrease of the outage probability term ϕ U,S as well as the increase of the generation rate q. Moreover, the average peak AoI of the SIoT becomes larger with the increase of the generation rate of the PIoT p.
C. Comparison of the Overlay and Underlay Schemes
We now compare the performance of the overlay and underlay schemes in terms of the average peak AoI of the SIoT by comparing (71) and (72). Specifically, the difference between them lies in the terms
Due to the fact that (1 − ϕ U,S ) > (1 − ϕ U,S ), we can deduce that both terms are decreasing functions of p. Additionally, the limits of the two terms are lim p→0 ( 
. Moreover, recall that the SIoT is implemented with a peak transmit power constraint and the outage probability for each round of transmission of the overlay scheme is lower than that of the underlay scheme, i.e., ϕ O,S < ϕ U,S . With the above analysis, we can thus deduce that there exists a critical generation rate of the PIoT 0 < p * < 1 such that the average AoI of the SIoT is identical for both the overlay and underlay schemes. The critical generation rate is the solution to the equation
, and it is given by
More specifically, if the generation rate of the PIoT p > p * , the underlay scheme outperforms the overlay scheme in terms of the average peak AoI of the SIoT and the overlay scheme is superior to the underlay scheme when p < p * . 
VI. NUMERICAL AND SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we present the numerical and simulation results of the considered overlay and underlay schemes in terms of the average peak AoI of the PIoT and the SIoT. In order to capture the effect of the path-loss, we set the average power gains of the desired links XY = [10 −3 /(1 + d ω XY )], where X, Y ∈ {P, S} represents the IoT devices and the dedicated APs of the PIoT and the SIoT, respectively. d XY denotes the distance between nodes X and Y, and ω ∈ [2, 5] is the path-loss factor. Note that a 30 dB average signal power attenuation is assumed at a reference distance of 1 m in the above channel model. In all the following simulations, we set the distances between the PD and the PAP, the SD and the SAP d PP = d SS = 100 m, the path-loss factor ω = 3, the noise power N 0 = −80 dBm, and the transmission rates R P = R S = 1 bps/Hz. Figs. 3 and 4 depict the average peak AoI of the PIoT versus the peak transmit power of the PIoT for different system setups. From Figs. 3 and 4 , we first can see that both the derived analytical and asymptotic expressions of the average peak AoI for the PIoT coincide well with the Monte Carlo simulation, which validates our theoretical analysis provided in Sections III and IV for the PIoT. Besides, from Figs. 3 and 4, we can observe that compared to the overlay scheme, the underlay scheme introduces degradation to the average peak AoI of the PIoT. The degradation generally decreases as the generation rate of the SIoT q and the interference constraint I C decreases. It also decreases as the distance between the SD and the PAP d SP increases. This is understandable since the SIoT generates interference to the PIoT in the underlay scheme and the more the generated interference, the larger the degradation caused by the underlay scheme. Moreover, in Fig. 3 , we can find out that the increase of I C may improve the performance of the PIoT in the underlay scheme when the peak transmit power of the PIoT is low. This is because that an increasing of I C on one hand degrades the performance of the PIoT by generating more interference. On the other hand, the transmit power of the SIoT is also increased such that it can use fewer slots to finish the service of its generated status updates. Therefore, the PIoT now has more access to the spectrum without suffering from the interference of the SIoT. This is particularly important when the peak transmit power of the PIoT is low since it can hardly decode the status updates correctly when suffering from the interference of the SIoT.
In Fig. 4 , we can see that the average peak AoI of the PIoT for the overlay scheme decreases as the peak transmit power of the PIoT P P increases. This observation verifies the analysis given in Remark 1. We can also observe from Fig. 4 that there exists a nonconvex phenomenon in the underlay scheme for d SP = 30, 35 m. To explain this, we define a new parameter η as the probability of the event that the PIoT suffers from interference when it is transmitting (i.e., the SIoT transmits at the same time). We clarify that increasing P P will influence both the outage probabilities and the value of η. The corresponding change of the AoI for the PIoT is the composition of these effects. On the one hand, it is straightforward that increasing P P will reduce the PIoT's outage probabilities for both cases with and without interference from the SIoT, which will further reduce the AoI of the PIoT. On the other hand, increasing P P will affect the value of η. However, the impact of P P on η is not so straightforward due to the complicated interplay between the PIoT and the SIoT in the underlay scheme. To have a better understanding, we simulate the curves of η versus P P in Fig. 5 for the same three settings as in Fig. 4 . We can observe from Fig. 5 that for the cases d SP = 30, 35 m, the value of η first increases then decreases as P P increases, while for d SP = 100 m, the value of η is relatively stable when P P changes. The increase of η means that the PIoT has a higher probability to collide with the SIoT. This makes the PIoT's outage probability tends to equal to ϕ U,P other than the smaller one ϕ U,P , which will increase the AoI of the PIoT. The increase of η and the decrease of ϕ U,P at the same time can lead to the decrease or increase of the AoI. For the cases d SP = 30, 35 m, we observe a slight increase around P P = 25 dBm in Fig. 4 , which could be caused by the large value of η as shown in Fig. 5 . After P P goes beyond 25 dBm, the value of η starts to decrease as P P increases. Together with the decrease of the outage probabilities ϕ U,P and ϕ U,P , they jointly lead to a sharp decrease of the AoI of the PIoT.
Figs. 6 and 7 show the average peak AoI of the SIoT versus the peak transmit power of the SIoT and the PIoT, respectively. Figs. 6 and 7 validate the derived analytical and asymptotic expressions of the average peak AoI of the SIoT. We can see in Fig. 7 that the derived asymptotic expressions for the average peak AoI of the SIoT approach their exact counterparts for P P = 40 dBm for all the simulated cases. Besides, in Fig. 6 , we observe that both the average peak AoI of the overlay and underlay schemes decrease as the peak transmit power constraint P S grows. The overlay and underlay schemes perform similarly in terms of the average peak AoI of the SIoT when p = 0.4. Additionally, the overlay scheme outperforms the underlay scheme for p = 0.1 and the underlay scheme outperforms the overlay scheme for p = 0.6. This observation indicates that the overlay scheme is superior to the underlay scheme in terms of the average peak AoI of the SIoT when the generation rate of the PIoT is low. This is because the SIoT can easily get access to the spectrum when p is low and the transmit power of the SD in the overlay scheme is not confined by the interference constraint as in the underlay scheme. However, when p is high, the SIoT can hardly access the spectrum and the underlay scheme can overcome this problem. Similar to the analysis given in Figs. 4 and 5, in Fig. 7 , the nonconvex shape for the average peak AoI of the SIoT exists for small d SP , e.g., d SP = 50 m. This is because that increasing P P on one hand increases the outage probability ϕ U,S of the SIoT, leading to an increase of the average peak AoI. On the other hand, it also changes the probability of the event that the SIoT suffers from interference when it is transmitting (i.e., the PIoT transmits at the same time). The overall change of the AoI for the SIoT is the composition of these effects.
We now compare the average peak AoI of the SIoT when the PIoT operates at high SNR in Figs. 8 and 9 , i.e., P P = 40 dBm. From Figs. 8 and 9 , we can first observe that there exists a critical generation rate of the PIoT p * that the average peak AoIs of the SIoT for the overlay and underlay schemes are identical for all the simulated cases. More importantly, when the generation rate of the PIoT p < p * , the overlay scheme outperforms the underlay scheme in terms of the average peak AoI of the SIoT. When p > p * , the underlay scheme is better than the overlay scheme. This observation validates the analysis given in Section V-C. Besides, from Fig. 8 , we can see that p * shifts to the right as I C and d PS decreases, which indicates that the overlay scheme is suitable to a CR-IoT with a lower interference constraint I C and a higher interference power between the PD and the SAP. Finally, in Fig. 9 , we can find out that the critical value p * grows as P S and d SP decreases, which shows that the overlay scheme is preferable for a CR-IoT with a lower secondary peak transmit power constraint and higher interference power between the SD and the PAP.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this article, we have analyzed the AoI performance of a CR-IoT consisting of one PIoT and one SIoT. Both the PIoT and the SIoT are assumed to adopt the classical ARQ, in which the PIoT (SIoT) keeps transmitting the current status update until the associated AP decodes the status update correctly or a new status update is generated. The preemption model was considered that the PIoT (SIoT) discards the current status update when a new status update is generated. By adopting the overlay and underlay schemes as the access strategies, we then analyzed both the exact and asymptotic expressions of the average peak AoI for the PIoT (SIoT) in closed-forms. Based on the derived asymptotic expressions, we further obtained a critical value of the generation rate for the PIoT, which determines the superiority between the overlay and the underlay schemes. Numerical results showed that the overlay scheme is more suitable for a system with a lower generation rate at the PIoT, a lower peak transmit power constraint of the SIoT, and a higher interference between the PIoT and the SIoT.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF LEMMA 1
The service of the status update is finished only when it is not preempted by other status updates and finally decoded correctly at the PAP. Since the outage probability for each round of transmission and the generation of new status updates are independent, the probability that the status update is successfully decoded at the PAP after k times of transmission is given by
The total probability that the status update is not preempted and successfully received by the PAP is given by
where we use [34, eq. (0.231.1)] to simplify the summation term. The PMF of S P can now be derived as
which gives the desired result in (17) after some manipulations.
APPENDIX B PROOF OF LEMMA 2
It is important to notice that when the SIoT finishes the service of a status update and waits for the generation of a new status update, the PIoT is also waiting for a new status update to be generated. This is because that the SD can transmit its status update only when the PD is idle in the overlay scheme. The probability of I K S can be calculated recursively from the following analysis. As illustrated in Fig. 10(a) , I K S happens when the waiting time of the SIoT is shorter than the PIoT, i.e., W S < W P , and the initial slot of K S is thus an idle slot. Besides, as depicted in Fig. 10(b) , if the waiting time W S ≥ W P , I K S may also happen when the waiting time of the SIoT is longer than the waiting period and the transmission period of the PIoT. During the second waiting period of the PIoT, a new status update is generated at the SIoT and the initial slot of K S is also an idle slot. Recall that W P , K P , and W S follow the Bernoulli process, and such process is a memoryless process. As depicted in Fig. 10(b) , the remaining interval W S when W S is longer than W P , and the remaining interval W S when W S is longer than both the W P and K P , also follow the same geometric distribution as W S . The probability for the case shown in Fig. 10(b) can thus be evaluated as Pr{W S ≥ W P } Pr{W S ≥ K P } Pr{W S < W P }. Fig. 10(a) and (b) indicate the event I K S for the cases that the PIoT has no transmitting period, and one transmitting period during the waiting time W S , respectively. In general, the PIoT may experience an arbitrary number of transmitting periods during W S and I K S still happens, from the above analysis, the probability term Pr{I K S } can be derived as
With the PMFs of W P , K P , and W S given in (14) , (15) , and (20), we can derive that Pr{W S < W P } = (q − pq)/(q + p − pq), Pr{W S ≥ W P } = p/(q + p − pq) and Pr{W S ≥ K P } = [(1 − ϕ O,P )(1 − q)]/[1 − ϕ O,P + qϕ O,P ]. The desired expression of Pr{I K S } in (22) can be obtained by substituting these results into (77), and the term Pr{B K S } can be obtained by Pr{B K S } = 1 − Pr{I K S }.
APPENDIX C PROOF OF LEMMA 4
When the PIoT operates at high SNR and ϕ U,P , ϕ U,P → 0, the structure of the transition matrix in (49) can be simplified. By solving the linear equations with four variables π π πM M M = π π π and let φ = (1 − p)(1 − q)(1 − ϕ U,S ) + p(1 − q)(1 − ϕ U,S ) for notation simplicity, the stationary distribution can be derived in an explicit form as π 1 = ((1 − p)φ)/(q + φ), π 2 = (pφ)/(q + φ), π 3 = ((1 − p)q)/(q + φ), and π 4 = pq/(q + φ). Substituting theses results into (54), the expectation of Y S is simplified to
Substituting ϕ U,P , ϕ U,P → 0 into (66) and (67), the conditional expectations of the service time of the SIoT can be simplified to
It can be verified that when the PIoT operates at high SNR, the probability that new status updates of the SIoT is generated in an idle slot or in a busy slot is given by Pr{I S } = 1 − p and Pr{B S } = p. According to (55)-(57), the expectation of S S when the PIoT operates at high SNR can thus be derived as
Substituting (78) and (81) into (13), we obtain the desired result for the SIoT given in (72) for the case that the PIoT operates at high SNR.
